
Ed Jackson

A native of Jamaica, Queens, Ed Jackson grew up 
in a jazz-centric household thanks to his brother, 
the well-known jazz bassist Dave Jackson, who 
played with Sonny Rollins, Ahmad Jamal and Lou 
Donaldson among many others. Having 
developed a distinctive personal style and a 
dynamic solo sound that encompasses both the 
traditions and future of jazz, Jackson has played 
with Roy Haynes, T.S. Monk, Sam Rivers and many 
others during his progressively distinguished 
career. While he continues to hone his composing, 
arranging and performing skills at his club, 
Jackson’s next recording project, My Brazilian 
Heart will be released in 2019.

 
Alto saxophonist Ed Jackson has built a vast and 
varied career both as a leader and as one of the 
founders of the 29th Street Saxophone Quartet. 
In recent years he has also become the owner and 
proprietor of The Jackson Room, a live jazz venue 
located in the St. Albans neighborhood that has 
recently featured such well-known New York 
scene players as George Cables, Carlton Homes 
and Tom Browne. His most recent recording, Live, 
released in 2016, was recorded as it’s name 
implies very live in the friendly confines of the The 
Jackson Room.  
 
Along with spirited versions of Freddie Hubbard’s 
“To Her Ladyship,” John Coltrane’s “Moment’s 
Notice” and Ornette Coleman’s “Happy House,” 
Live features five Jackson originals including the 
topical “Hurricane Sandy” and even a jam named 
for his club, “The Jackson Room.” The sterling 
ensemble Ed assembled for the project includes 
Freddie Hendrix (trumpet, flugelhorn), Tom 
Browne(trumpet), Carlton Holmes (piano), Essiet 
Essiet (bass) and Lionel Cordew (drums).  
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"Jackson is quite original on alto." 
 

Allmusic.com, Scott Yanow  
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Ed Jackson

"His music was moving the soul in an indescribable 
artistic appreciation." 

 
Southeast Queens Scoop, Kamau Austin 

 
 

"Strong technique, solid soloing." 
 

Jazz Life (Japan) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"Wild, exultant bursts of swinging that explode 
into contained cacophony and an evocation of the 

insistent, shuffling riffs that were the propulsive 
basis of the Harlem "jump" bands of the 1930's 

and 40's." 
 

The New York Times 
 
 

"Blowing forth steamy hot cool jazz beyond human 
description." 

 
Southeast Queens Scoop, Kamau Austin 

 
 

"Tremendous saxophone playing." 
 

Hot House, Seton Hawkins  
 
 

"Incredibly tight... Thrilling yet relaxed." 
 

Swing Journal (Japan) 
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